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Reno

A. Lee Ferguson.

When you want a decree, And from Hubby be free NeWhy I give this advice, Is that I’ve been there twice And

vada’s the only real place. Poor
found everything fair and square. And my

old South Dakota stands not one iota Of a
dearest of friends Whose fourth case soon ends, Has had
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show in the “proceedings” race. When “Town Topics” deall of her work done there. As we nearly all

clares “Mrs. Vanastor Sears Has taken a trip out to
know, Eastern courts are so slow, That you may die of old age while

Reno” The most bone-headed guy’s Can’t fail to get
waiting And the papers will tell, Stories sounding like

wise, ‘Tho it’s six months a head of the denoue.
well, On the level it’s real agravating (sic.)

So here’s to old Reno For you know and

we know It’s the “Woman’ s Exchange”

up to date. This tip isn’t phony It’s sure ali-

money so beat it before you’re too late. late.
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When you want a decree, And from Hubby be free Nevada’s the only real place. Poor
old South Dakota stands not one iota Of a
show in the “proceedings” race. When “Town Topics” declares “Mrs. Vanastor Sears Has taken a trip out to
Reno” The most bone-headed guy’s Can’t fail to get
wise, ‘Tho it’s six months a head of the denoue.
So here’s to old Reno For you know and
we know It’s the “Woman’ Exchange”
up to date. This tip isn’t phony It’s sure alimoney so beat it before you’re too late.
Why I give this advice, Is that I’ve been there twice And
found everything fair and square. And my
dearest of friends Whose fourth case soon ends, Has had
all of her work done there. As we nearly all
know, Eastern courts are so slow, That you may die of old age while
waiting And the papers will tell, Stories sounding like
well, On the level it’s real agravating [sic.]
So here’s to old Reno For you know and
we know It’s the “Woman’ Exchange”
up to date. This tip isn’t phony It’s sure alimoney so beat it before you’re too late.

